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Abstract. Biological data analysis is typically implemented using a flexible data analysis pipeline that combines a wide array of tools and databases. These pipelines must
scale to very large datasets, and therefore often require parallel and distributed computing. There are many infrastructure systems for data-intensive computing. Currently,
most biological data analysis pipelines do not leverage these systems. An important
challenge is therefore to integrate existing biological data analysis frameworks with
data-intensive computing infrastructure systems.
We give an overview of data-intensive computing infrastructure systems, and describe how we have leveraged these for: (i) scalable fault-tolerant computing for largescale data; (ii) incremental updates to reduce the resource usage required to update
large-scale data compendium; and (iii) interactive data analysis and exploration. We
provide lessons learned and describe problems we have encountered during development and deployment. Our results show that even unmodified biological data analysis
tools can benefit from infrastructure systems for data-intensive computing.
1 Scientific Background
Recent advances in instrument, computation, and storage technologies have resulted
in large amounts of biological data. To realize the full potential for novel scientific
insight in the data, it is necessary to transform the data to knowledge through data
analysis and interpretation.
Biological data analysis is typically implemented using a flexible data analysis pipeline
that combines a set of tools and databases. Biological data analysis is diverse and specialized, so the pipelines have a wide range of resource requirements. Examples include
the 1000 Genomes project [1] with a dataset of 260 TB analyzed on supercomputers or
warehouse-scale datacenters; the many databases and servers built for a specific type of
analysis; and simple analyses run using pre-defined Galaxy pipelines [2]. An important
challenge when building data analysis tools and pipelines is therefore to choose a hardware platform and underlying data management and processing systems that satisfies
the requirements for a specific data analysis problem.
A data analysis and exploration tool typically has an architecture with the following
components:
• A front-end that provides the user interface used by the data analysts, including:
web applications, pipeline managers, web services, and low-level interfaces such
as file systems, and cloud APIs.
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• Data analysis and interpretation services including: specialized servers, search
engines, R libraries such as BioConductor [3], and tool collections such as Galaxy
Toolsheds [2].
• Infrastructure system for data management including: file systems, databases,
and distributed data storage systems.
• Infrastructure system for parallel and distributed computation including: queuing
systems, and the Hadoop software stack (http://hadoop.apache.org/).
• Hardware platform, such as virtual machines, dedicated servers, small clusters,
supercomputers, and data warehouses.
In this extended abstract, we focus on the choice of data management and processing
infrastructure systems. In our experience, most biological data analysis uses a POSIX
file system in combination with a centralized database for data storage and management,
and are run either on a single machine or on a small cluster with a queuing system
such as Open Grid Engine (http://gridscheduler.sourceforge.net/). This platform has
four main advantages. First, the file system-, and database interfaces are stable, and the
technology is reliable. Second, many clusters for scientific computation are designed to
use a network file system and to run jobs on a cluster using a queuing system. Third,
the developers are familiar with these systems and interfaces. Fourth, there are already
hundreds of tools implemented for this platform.
An alternative infrastructure must therefore provide better scalability, performance,
or efficiency. Or, it must provide services not available on the standard platform. We
give an overview data-intensive computing systems, and describe how these can be
leveraged for biological data analysis. We describe how we used these systems to
transparently extended flexible biological data analysis frameworks with data intensive
computing services. We provide lessons learned, and describe the problems we have
encountered during development and deployment of the extended pipelines.
2 Materials and Methods
There are several specialized infrastructure systems developed for data-intensive computing. Many of these were initially developed and deployed at web-scale companies
such as Google, Yahoo, Facebook, and Twitter, and then later implemented as open
source systems. There are also many new systems under development in both academia,
the open source community, and the industry. We provide a short description of the
features provided by these systems, and how we have leveraged these features for biological data analysis. To save space, we limit our description to the most used systems
and omit many emerging systems, and systems that provide a traditional file system or
SQL interface.
Data intensive computing systems are often built on a distributed file systems such
as Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) [4] that provide reliable storage on commodity component hardware and high aggregate I/O performance. A HDFS cluster
co-locates storage and computation resources to avoid the overhead of transferring
large datasets over the network to and from the computation nodes. For large systems, it reduces cost since high-volume network attached storage is expensive. The
main advantage of HDFS for biological data analysis is that the architecture is demonstrated to scale to peta-scale datasets and it is widely used for data-intensive computing. The main disadvantage is that HDFS does not provide a traditional file system
interface, so it is necessary to either rewrite the many data analysis tools that use a
POSIX file system interface, to incur an overhead for moving data between HDFS and
a local filesystem, or incur the performance overhead of third-party library such as
(http://wiki.apache.org/hadoop/MountableHDFS). In addition, it is not yet a common
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platform in scientific computing, so it may be necessary to purchase and build a new
cluster with storage distributed on the compute nodes.
MapReduce [4] is a widely used programming model and infrastructure system for
data-intensive parallel computation. It provides fault-tolerant computation on a HDFSlike file system, and makes it easy to write scalable applications since the system handles data partitioning, scheduling, and communication. Biological data analysis applications, especially for next-generation sequencing data, have already been implemented
using MapReduce ([5] provides examples). The main advantage of MapReduce is that
it scales to peta-scale datasets. Also, most cloud platforms provide a MapReduce interface. The main disadvantage is that the MapReduce programming model may not be
suited for all applications. It is a low-level programming model so many higher-level
programming models have been developed to make it easier to write data analysis programs (but to our knowledge, these are not often used for biological data processing).
HBase (http://hbase.apache.org/) is a column based storage system that provides inmemory caching for low latency random data access and efficient compression. Biological data analysis applications can use HBase to store data accessed interactively, to
implement custom data structures, or to structure data for more efficient compression.
Compared to relational databases it is more difficult to implement queries in HBase.
It is therefore common to a system built on top of HBase to execute queries. HBase
also does not provide ACID properties, so these must also be implemented by another
system.
An alternative for low-latency query processing is Spark [6]. It offers a richer programming model than MapReduce, including iterative operations. It is well suited to
implement machine learning algorithms, and interactive data analytics. However, Spark
is based on the Scala programming language, which may be unfamiliar to many developers. In addition, compared to the systems discussed above the Spark codebase is still
immature, but it is now a top-level Apache project.
3 Results
We have extended several data-intensive computing systems to provide services for
biological data analysis. In this section, we answer the following questions:
1. Why did we choose a particular system?
2. What problems did the system solve?
3. What where the main limitations of the systems for our use?
4. What were the lessons learned during development and deployment?
We have used three clusters for development and deployment of our systems over
a period of five years. All were built for data-intensive computing with storage distributed on the compute nodes. We chose the Hadoop software stack, including HDFS
for distributed storage. Hadoop is probably the mostly used data-intensive computing
platform, and it has a very active development community. By using Hadoop, we have
benefited from improvements to the infrastructure systems, and the addition of new
infrastructure systems such as Spark to the ecosystem. We will give detailed achievements, issues, and lessons learned below.
3.1 Troilkatt
Troilkatt is a system for batch processing of large-scale collections of gene expression datasets. We use Troilkatt to process data for the IMP integrated data analysis tool
[7]. We built Troilkatt in order to scale our gene expression dataset integration pipeline
to process all datasets for several organisms in NCBI GEO. The pipelines comprise tools
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Table 1: Our use of data-intensive computing systems for biological data processing
System
Troilkatt

Problem
Scale integrated analysis pipeline

GeStore

Incremental updates
for analysis pipelines

Mario

Tuning of analysis
pipelines

Solution
HDFS: scalable storage
MapReduce: I/O intensive pipeline
processing
HBase: data structures for generating incremental updates
MapReduce: I/O intensive pipeline
processing
HBase: sparse data structure, lowlatency reads and writes

Issues
Memory
ment

manage-

Hadoop MapReduce
job startup time

Performance tuning
HBase

for data cleaning, transformation, and signal balancing of these datasets. The integrated
data compendium for organisms such as human have ten thousands of datasets. The raw
data, final results, and intermediate data in a compendium use tens of terabyte of storage
space.
The pipeline processing is well suited for data-intensive systems since most pipeline
tools are I/O intensive. The data is stored in HDFS. We use MapReduce for parallel
processing and HBase for meta-data storage. We chose MapReduce since the processing
must scale to several tens of terabytes of data. Since the datasets can be processed
independently we use one Mapper task per dataset for each pipeline tool, and hence can
process all datasets in parallel. MapReduce is well suited for many of the tools, since
these process one row in a gene expression table at a time.
We achieved system that efficiently execute pipelines for processing integrated compendia datasets. We did not have to implement data communication between tasks, nor
data locality aware mapping of tasks to compute nodes. Our main issue was large inmemory data structures in two pipeline tools. Hadoop MapReduce is run in a JVM, so
the maximum heap size must be set at system startup time. The memory usage of the
largest tasks therefore limits the number of tasks that can be run in parallel on each node.
To achieve a good trade-off between memory usage and parallelism, we had to divide
the expression datasets by their memory usage and processes similarly sized datasets
together in a MapReduce job.
Since all datasets can be processed in parallel, and most organisms have hundreds
or thousands of datasets, the parallelism in the pipeline exceeded the available compute
resources even on the biggest 64-node cluster. We can therefore efficiently utilize a
much larger cluster. We also used up all storage on the clusters, and therefore have
to periodically delete raw data downloaded from public repositories. A full update
of the dataset therefore requires re-downloading tens of terabytes of data from public
repositories. We also have to share the clusters with other non-MapReduce jobs, and
will therefore benefit from a cluster management system such as Mesos [8].
3.2 GeStore
GeStore [9] is a system for adding transparent incremental updates to biological data
processing pipelines. We use GeStore to incrementally update large-scale compendia,
such as the IMP compendia described in the previous section. GeStore is integrated with
Troilkatt and Galaxy. We built GeStore since the processing time for a full compendium
update can be several days even on a large computer cluster, making it impractical
to frequently update all compendia. GeStore adds incremental updates to unmodified
pipeline tools by manipulating the input and output files of the tools. A plugin framework provides services for parsing common genomic data file formats, implementing
tool-specific input file generators, and output file mergers.
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GeStore must detect changes in, and merge updates into, compendia that can be tens
of terabytes in size. GeStore must also maintain and generate incremental updates of
meta-databases, such as UniProt (http://www.uniprot.org/). These can be tens of gigabytes in size. We use HBase for data storage and MapReduce for generating input
files and merging output files. HBase provides high-throughput random data accesses
required for efficient change detection and merging. GeStore stores meta-database entries as HBase rows, and updates to these entries by creating a new version of an HBase
table cell. The timestamps enable efficient table scans to find entries that have changed
in a time period and hence are part of an incremental update. In addition, the flexible
schema of HBase tables is used to reduce the work required to maintain plugins when
file structures or databases changes, allowing several years of database versions to be
stored in the same HBase table.
We achieved up to 82% reduction in analysis time for dataset updates when using
GeStore with an unmodified biological data analysis pipeline ([9] has additional experimental results). We found HBase to be well suited for the data management requirements of GeStore. File generation and merging scales to large datasets since we use
MapReduce for data processing. In addition, we reduce storage space requirements by
storing multiple meta-databases versions in HBase instead of storing all versions separately.
The overhead introduced by GeStore is high for incremental updates of small datasets,
since the startup time of Hadoop MapReduce jobs is tens of seconds. A system with
lower startup time, such as Spark, will significantly reduce this overhead.
3.3 Mario
Mario [10] is a system for interactive iterative data processing. We have designed
Mario for interactive parameter tuning of biological data analysis pipeline tools. For
such interactive parameter tuning, the pipeline output should quickly be visible for the
pipeline developer. Mario combines reservoir sampling, fine-grained caching of derived datasets, and a data-parallel processing model for quickly computing the results of
changes to pipeline parameters. It uses the GeStore approach for transparently adding
iterative processing to unmodified data analysis tools.
Mario must efficiently produce random samples from a stream for reservoir sampling, implement a cache of fine-grained pipeline tool results, and implement parallel
pipeline stage processing. We use HBase as storage backend due to its low-latency random read and write capability, its ability to efficiently store sparse data structures, and
its scalability. Mario stores all intermediate data records produced during pipeline execution in HBase, and uses the cached data to quickly find the data records that must
be updated when pipeline tool parameters are changed. Mario also uses HBase for data
provenance and single-pass reservoir sampling.
We achieved a system for iterative parallel processing that adds less than 100ms of
overhead per pipeline stage, and that does not add significant computation, memory, or
storage overhead to compute nodes (additional results are in [10]). We found HBase to
be very well suited for efficiently storing and accessing the sparse data-structures used
by Mario.
Our main issue was to configure HBase to achieve the required performance. We
chose a configuration where HBase region servers allocate 12GB DRAM on the cluster
nodes, and we traded reliability for improved write latencies by keeping write-ahead
logs in memory (and periodically flushing these to disk). The latter is acceptable for
Mario since the intermediate data stored in HBase can be recomputed at low cost, if
required.
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4 Conclusion
We have transparently extended flexible biological data analysis frameworks to utilize data intensive computing infrastructure systems. Our results show that even unmodified biological data analysis tools can benefit from these for: (i) scalable fault-tolerant
computing for large-scale data; (ii) incremental updates in order to reduce the resource
usage required to update large-scale data compendium; and (iii) interactive data analysis
and exploration.
We have identified several limitations of the infrastructure systems we used. However, by using new systems recently added to the Hadoop ecosystem we can remove
many of these limitations. We will therefore continue using these systems to extend
biological data processing pipelines with new services for making data analysis more
efficient and for improving the quality of the analysis results.
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